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Hammerstein functional integral equations
Numerical method
a b s t r a c t
A new and robust numerical method for Hammerstein functional integral equations is
proposed. The convergence and the numerical stability of the method are mathematically
proved and tested on some examples.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Fredholm andHammerstein integral equations arise in physics (solid state physics, plasma physics, quantummechanics),
astrophysics (the radiative transfer being modeled with the well-known Chandrasekhar integral equation), fluid dynamics
(the study of water waves on liquids of infinite depth uses Nekrasov’s integral equation), cell kinetics (see [1]), chemical
kinetics, the theory of gases, mathematical economics, hereditary phenomena in biology. For these and other applications,
see [2–10]. The existence and uniqueness of the solution for Fredholm functional integral equations can be studied using
topological methods by completely continuous operators as in [11,12] and by the Schauder–Leray index theory as in [13].
Existence results for Fredholm functional integral equations are obtained using the measure of noncompactness in [14–16]
and in [17] (here, using Darbo conditions). Existence results for Hammerstein and Urysohn functional integral equations
were obtained in [18] using the Carathéodory type theorem and in [19] using Darbo’s fixed point theorem. The recent results
in the theory of the existence of the solutions for integral and functional integral equations are presented in [20,21]. Another
type of Fredholm functional integral equations are provided by boundary value problems for second and fourth order
functional differential equations. Existence results for such type of functional integral equations are obtained in [22] using a
fixed point theorem due to Avery and Peterson. The fourth order elastic beam equation with clamped or simply supported
at both ends boundary conditions is equivalent to a Hammerstein integral equation. The existence of positive solutions for
this type of Hammerstein integral equation is obtained in [23] using the Krasnoselskii fixed point theorem and in [24] using
the Leray–Schauder fixed point theorem. The technique from [23,24] can be extended even for functional Hammerstein
integral equations. The existing results presented above for the Fredholm and Hammerstein functional integral equations
motivates the study of this type of functional integral equations. Our attention in this paper is focused on numericalmethods
for Hammerstein functional integral equations.
For the numerical solution of Fredholm and Hammerstein integral equations the existing methods are generally
based on Nyström type methods, iterative methods (see [5,25–27,6,28,29,12]) and projection methods which include:
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the well-known collocations method and Galerkin methods (see [5,25,30,31,9]). The collocation techniques are involved
in [5,25,26,32–39]. For the numerical solution of Fredholm and Hammerstein integral equations, Galerkin methods are
used in [5,25,30,40–42,9]. Other methods use spline functions and wavelets (see [43,42,44,45]), product integration
(see [25,46]), homotopy analysis techniques (see [2]), homotopy perturbation and the Adomian decomposition method
(see [47,48]), polynomial interpolation procedures and suboptimal trajectories (see [49,34]), and multigrid methods (see
[25,7]). Nyström’s techniques are used in [5,25,50–53,29]. Iterative methods involve Newton procedures and the derived
Broyden method and can be found in [5,26,54–57,29]. But, for functional Fredholm and functional Hammerstein integral
equations, the numerical approximation of the solution is studied in few papers. The numerical methods for functional
Fredholm integral equations are based on collocation techniques (see [58]), homotopy perturbation methods (see [59]),
Lagrange and Chebyshev polynomials (see [60,61]), the variational iteration method (see [62]) and the spline functions
method (see [45]). The functional integral equation studied in [59,58,62,60,61] is of special type,
y (x)+ p (x) · y (h (x))+ λ
∫ b
a
K (x, t) · y (t) dt = g (x) , x ∈ [a, b]. (1)
In this paper, we propose a new numerical method for the following functional Hammerstein integral equation of the
second kind
x (t) = g (t)+
∫ b
a
H (t, s) · f (s, x (s) , x (ϕ (s))) ds, t ∈ [a, b] (2)
where a, b ∈ R, a < b,H : [a, b] × [a, b] → R, ϕ, g : [a, b] → R, a ≤ ϕ (t) ≤ b,∀t ∈ [a, b], and ϕ, g,H are
continuous. Here, we construct a new numerical method for Eq. (2) which combines the fixed point technique with the
trapezoidal quadrature rule and natural cubic spline of interpolation. The convergence and numerical stability of themethod
are provedwithout smoothness conditions relative to the function f , using only Lipschitz conditions in each argument, when
the existing numerical methods require smoothness conditions in the proof of convergence.
A particular case of theHammerstein functional integral equation (2) is equivalent to two-point boundary value problems
associatedwith second order and fourth order functional differential equations (whereH is theGreen function). For instance,
the fourth order elastic beam equation with deviating argument and clamped ends boundary conditions can be written in
an equivalent Hammerstein functional integral equation form using a corresponding Green function.
First, some introductory notions and results, regarding the existence and uniqueness of the solution of Eq. (2) and the
quadrature and interpolation procedures involved are presented. In Section 3, we present the construction of the numerical
algorithm and in Section 4, the convergence of the method is proved and a practical stopping criterion of the algorithm
is established. The numerical stability of the method is studied according to the first term of the sequence of successive
approximations in Section 5. In Section 6, we give some numerical results that confirm the convergence and the numerical
stability of the method.
2. Mathematical preliminaries
2.1. Existence, uniqueness of the solution and properties of the sequence of successive approximations
Consider the following conditions:
(i) ϕ, g ∈ C[a, b], a ≤ ϕ (t) ≤ b,∀t ∈ [a, b], f ∈ C ([a, b] × R× R) ,H ∈ C ([a, b] × [a, b])
(ii) there exist α, β > 0 such that f (s, u, v)− f s, u′, v′ ≤ α u− u′+ β v − v′
for all s ∈ [a, b], (u, v) , u′, v′ ∈ R× R,
(iii) b− a < 1K(α+β) where K ≥ 0 is such that |H (t, s)| ≤ K for all (t, s) ∈ [a, b] × [a, b]
(iv) there exist γ , δ, µ, ρ, λ > 0 such thatH (t, s)− H t ′, s′ ≤ δ t − t ′+ λ s− s′ f (s, u, v)− f s′, u, v ≤ γ s− s′ϕ (t)− ϕ t ′ ≤ µ t − t ′g (t)− g t ′ ≤ ρ t − t ′
for all t, s, t ′, s′ ∈ [a, b], (u, v) ∈ R× R.
Let f0 : [a, b] → R, f0 (s) = f (s, g (s) , g (ϕ (s))). Since f , g, ϕ are continuous, we infer that f0 is continuous on the
compact set [a, b] and thereforeM0 ≥ 0 exists, such that | f0 (s)| ≤ M0 for all s ∈ [a, b].
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Under conditions (i)–(iii), applying the classical Picard–Banach’s fixed point technique, the existence and uniqueness of
the solution of (2) is obtained. Let x∗ ∈ C[a, b] be the solution of (2) and the sequence of successive approximations
x0 (t) = g (t) , ∀t ∈ [a, b],
xm (t) = g (t)+
∫ b
a
H (t, s) · f (s, xm−1 (s) , xm−1 (ϕ (s))) ds, ∀t ∈ [a, b], m ∈ N∗ (3)
which uniformly converges to x∗. The following error estimations hold:x∗ (t)− xm (t) ≤ (b− a)m (K (α + β))m1− K (b− a) (α + β) · KM0 (b− a) , ∀t ∈ [a, b], ∀m ∈ N∗ (4)
and x∗ (t)− xm (t) ≤ K (b− a) (α + β)1− K (b− a) (α + β) · maxt∈[a,b] |xm (t)− xm−1 (t)| , (5)
for all t ∈ [a, b],m ∈ N∗.
We define the sequence of functions Fm : [a, b] → R,
Fm (s) = f (s, xm (s) , xm (ϕ (s))) , m ∈ N.
Proposition 1. Under conditions (i)–(iii), the terms of the sequence of successive approximations (3) are uniformly bounded.
Moreover, under conditions (i)–(iv), the functions Fm,m ∈ N are Lipschitzian having the same Lipschitz constant (that is uniformly
Lipschitz) L = γ + [ρ + δM (b− a)] · (α + βµ), where M is given in (6).
Proof. For t ∈ [a, b] andm ∈ N∗, it follows that
|xm (t)− xm−1 (t)| ≤
∫ b
a
|H (t, s)| · | f (s, xm−1 (s) , xm−1 (ϕ (s)))− f (s, xm−2 (s) , xm−2 (ϕ (s)))| ds
≤ K (b− a) (α + β) · max
s∈[a,b]
|xm−1 (s)− xm−2 (s)| ≤ K (b− a) (α + β) · ‖xm−1 − xm−2‖C
and by induction,
|xm (t)− xm−1 (t)| ≤ [K (b− a) (α + β)]m−1 · ‖x1 − x0‖C .
So,
|xm (t)− x0 (t)| ≤ |xm (t)− xm−1 (t)| + · · · + |x1 (t)− x0 (t)|
≤ [K (b− a) (α + β)]m−1 + [K (b− a) (α + β)]m−2 + · · · + K (b− a) (α + β)+ 1
· ‖x1 − x0‖C = 1− [K (b− a) (α + β)]
m
1− K (b− a) (α + β) · ‖x1 − x0‖C ≤
KM0 (b− a)
1− K (b− a) (α + β)
for all t ∈ [a, b] andm ∈ N∗. LetMg ≥ 0 such that |g (t)| ≤ Mg for all t ∈ [a, b]. Then,
|xm (t)| ≤ |xm (t)− x0 (t)| + |x0 (t)| ≤ KM0 (b− a)1− K (b− a) (α + β) +Mg = R
for all t ∈ [a, b] andm ∈ N∗. Moreover, considering
M = max (M0,max {| f (t, u, v)| : t ∈ [a, b], u, v ∈ [−R.R]}) (6)
we get
|Fm (t)| = | f (t, xm (t) , xm (ϕ (t)))| ≤ M
for all t ∈ [a, b] andm ∈ N. Let t, t ′ ∈ [a, b] andm ∈ N∗. We obtainx0 (t)− x0 t ′ ≤ ρ t − t ′xm (t)− xm t ′ ≤ g (t)− g t ′+ ∫ b
a
| f (s, xm−1 (s) , xm−1 (ϕ (s)))| ·
H (t, s)− H t ′, s ds
≤ ρ t − t ′+M (b− a) · δ t − t ′ = L0 t − t ′
with L0 = ρ + δM (b− a) andF0 (t)− F0 t ′ ≤ γ t − t ′+ α x0 (t)− x0 t ′+ β x0 (ϕ (t))− x0 ϕ t ′
≤ [γ + ρ (α + βµ)] · t − t ′Fm (t)− Fm t ′ ≤ γ t − t ′+ α xm (t)− xm t ′+ β xm (ϕ (t))− xm ϕ t ′
≤ γ t − t ′+ αL0 t − t ′+ βL0 ϕ (t)− ϕ t ′ = [γ + L0 (α + βµ)] · t − t ′ . 
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According to (3) and (4), the terms of the sequence of successive approximations can be considered as approximations of
the exact solution with the a priori error estimate (4). So, the effective computation of these terms leads to the necessity to
compute the integrals from (3). For this purpose, we use the trapezoidal quadrature rule with recent remainder estimation
(which holds for Lipschitzian functions):∫ b
a













a+ i (b− a)
n
]
+ Rn (F) (7)
and




where L > 0 is the Lipschitz constant of F (see [63]).
Consider the uniform partition of [a, b]:
∆ : a = t0 < t1 < · · · < tn−1 < tn = b (9)
with ti = a+ i(b−a)n , i = 0, n. Let h = b−an . On these knots, relation (3) becomes:
xm (ti) = g (ti)+
∫ b
a
H (ti, s) · f (s, xm−1 (s) , xm−1 (ϕ (s))) ds, i = 0, n. (10)
We define the functions Fm,i : [a, b] → R,
Fm,i (s) = H (ti, s) · f (s, xm (s) , xm (ϕ (s))) , s ∈ [a, b], i = 0, n, m ∈ N
and using Proposition 1, we infer the following.
Corollary 2. The functions Fm,i : [a, b] → R, i = 0, n,m ∈ N, are Lipschitzian with the same Lipschitz constant
L = λM + KL = λM + K (γ + [ρ + δM (b− a)] · (α + βµ)) .
Proof. Let arbitrary s, s′ ∈ [a, b]. Then,Fm,i (s)− Fm,i s′ ≤ H (ti, s) · f (s, xm (s) , xm (ϕ (s)))− H ti, s′ · f (s, xm (s) , xm (ϕ (s)))
+ H ti, s′ · f (s, xm (s) , xm (ϕ (s)))− H ti, s′ · f s′, xm s′ , xm ϕ s′
≤ M H (ti, s)− H ti, s′
+ K  f (s, xm (s) , xm (ϕ (s)))− f s′, xm s′ , xm ϕ s′
≤ Mλ s− s′+ KL s− s′
for all i = 0, n,m ∈ N. 
Applying the quadrature rule (7)–(8) to relations (10), we obtain the numerical method:
x0 (ti) = g (ti) , i = 0, n
xm (ti) = g (ti)+
∫ b
a











 · f tj−1, xm−1 tj−1 , xm−1 ϕ tj−1
+ H ti, tj · f tj, xm−1 tj , xm−1 ϕ tj+ Rm,i, i = 0, n, m ∈ N∗ (11)
with the remainder estimation
Rm,i ≤ (b− a)2 L4n , ∀i = 0, n, m ∈ N∗. (12)
The numerical algorithm of this method is presented in Section 3.
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2.2. The natural cubic spline interpolation procedure
Let∆ be the partition of an interval [a, b],
∆ : a = t0 < t1 < · · · < tn−1 < tn = b
and s : [a, b] → R a cubic spline generated by initial conditions introduced by Iancu (see [64]) interpolating the values
fi, i = 0, n with natural boundary conditions s′′ (a) = s′′ (b) = 0. The restrictions si of this cubic spline s to the intervals
[ti−1, ti], i = 1, n are uniquely determined by solving the initial value problems:
s′′i (t) = Mi−1 +
1
hi
· (Mi −Mi−1) (t − ti−1) , x ∈ [ti−1, ti]
si (ti−1) = fi−1
s′i (ti−1) = mi−1
getting,
si (t) = 16hi · (Mi −Mi−1)(t − ti−1)
3 + Mi−1
2
· (t − ti−1)2 +mi−1(t − ti−1)+ fi−1. (13)
Imposing the conditions si (ti) = fi, i = 1, n, we get








and we can express the valuesmi−1, i = 1, n:
mi−1 = fi − fi−1hi −
hi (Mi + 2Mi−1)
6
, i = 1, n





− (t − ti−1)
3
6hi








− hi(t − ti−1)
6
]




where hi = ti − ti−1, i = 1, n and mi = s′ (ti) ,Mi = s′′ (ti) , i = 0, n. Since s ∈ C2[a, b], the requirement s ∈ C1[a, b] leads
to the conditions s′i (ti) = s′i+1 (ti) , i = 1, n− 1 by obtaining the following linear system:
hi
6
·Mi−1 + hi + hi+13 ·Mi +
hi+1
6
·Mi+1 = fi+1 − fihi+1 −
fi − fi−1
hi
, i = 1, n− 1 (15)
to be solved forMi, i = 0, n. The natural boundary conditions s′′ (a) = s′′ (b) = 0 can be written asM0 = Mn = 0.
An algorithm (obtained by applying the method presented in [65, pages 14–15]) in recurrent form which gives the
solutions of system (15) is the following:
First, for i = 1, n− 1, let ai = 2, bi = ci = 12 and
di = 3 ( fi+1 − fi)h2i+1




α1 = c1a1 , ωi = ai − αi−1 · bi, αi =
ci
ωi
, i = 2, n− 2
ωn−1 = an−1 − αn−2 · bn−1
and
z1 = d12 , zi =
di − bi · zi−1
ωi
, i = 2, n− 1. (16)
Finally, with backward recurrence, we obtain the moments:
Mn−1 = zn−1, Mi = zi − αi ·Mi+1, i = n− 2, 1. (17)
The error estimation in the uniform approximation of uniformly continuous functions by interpolating natural cubic splines
is obtained:
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Lemma 3. Let h = max{hi : i = 1, n}, h = min{hi : i = 1, n} and β ≥ 1 such that hh ≤ β . If f : [a, b] → R is a uniformly
continuous function and s ∈ C2[a, b] is the cubic spline of interpolation generated by initial conditions, with natural boundary
conditions s′′ (a) = s′′ (b) = 0, such that s (ti) = f (ti) = fi,∀i = 0, n, then the following error estimation holds:
max
t∈[a,b]
|s (t)− f (t)| ≤ 3β
2
4
· ω ( f , h)+ ω ( f , h) (18)
where ω ( f , h) = sup  f (t)− f t ′ : t, t ′ ∈ [a, b], t − t ′ ≤ h is the uniform modulus of continuity.
Proof. System (15) withM0 = Mn = 0 can be written in the diagonally dominant form:
h1 + h2
3
·M1 + h26 ·M2 =
f2 − f1
h2




·Mi−1 + hi + hi+13 ·Mi +
hi+1
6
·Mi+1 = fi+1 − fihi+1 −
fi − fi−1
hi
, i = 2, n− 2
hn−1
6
·Mn−2 + hn−1 + hn3 ·Mn−1 =
fn − fn−1
hn
− fn−1 − fn−2
hn−1
and after division by hi+hi+13 , i = 1, n− 1 in each equation, we obtain the following form G · m = d of this system with
G = I + A:
M1 + h22 (h1 + h2) ·M2 =
3 (f2 − f1)
h2 (h1 + h2) −
3 (f1 − f0)
h1 (h1 + h2) = d1
hi
2 (hi + hi+1) ·Mi−1 +Mi +
hi+1
2 (hi + hi+1) ·Mi+1 =
3 (fi+1 − fi)
hi+1 (hi + hi+1) −
3 (fi − fi−1)
hi (hi + hi+1) = di, i = 2, n− 2
hn−1
2 (hn−1 + hn) ·Mn−2 +Mn−1 =
3 ( fn − fn−1)
hn (hn−1 + hn) −
3 ( fn−1 − fn−2)
hn−1 (hn−1 + hn) = dn−1.
(19)
Since ‖A‖∞ = 12 < 1, we infer that the matrix I + A is invertible withG−1∞ = (I + A)−1∞ ≤ 11− ‖A‖∞ = 2
andm = G−1 · d, wherem = (M1, . . . ,Mn−1) , d = (d1, . . . , dn−1). It is easy to see that




‖m‖∞ = max {|M1| , . . . , |Mn−1|} ≤






− (t − ti−1)
3
6hi






− hi(t − ti−1)
6
≤ 0
for all t ∈ [ti−1, ti], i = 1, n, we get (t − ti−1)22 − (t − ti−1)36hi − hi(t − ti−1)3
+  (t − ti−1)36hi − hi(t − ti−1)6

= hi(t − ti−1)
2
− (t − ti−1)
2
2




|s (t)− f (t)| ≤ |Mi−1| ·
 (t − ti−1)22 − (t − ti−1)36hi − hi(t − ti−1)3

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+ |Mi| ·
 (t − ti−1)36hi − hi(t − ti−1)6
+  t − ti−1hi · fi + ti − thi · fi−1 − f (t)

≤ ‖m‖∞
 (t − ti−1)22 − (t − ti−1)36hi − hi(t − ti−1)3
+  (t − ti−1)36hi − hi(t − ti−1)6

+ t − ti−1
hi
· ω ( f , hi)+ ti − thi · ω ( f , hi) ≤
6ω ( f , h)
h
2 ·
(t − ti−1) (ti − t)
2
+ ω ( f , h)
for any t ∈ [ti−1, ti], i = 1, n. So,





+ ω ( f , h) ≤ 3β
2
4
· ω ( f , h)+ ω ( f , h)
for any t ∈ [ti−1, ti], i = 1, n. 
For uniform partitions, it follows that h = h = b−an and β = 1. Then, in this case,
max
t∈[a,b]
|s (t)− f (t)| ≤ 7ω ( f , h)
4
. (20)
3. The numerical algorithm
Relations (11) lead to the following algorithm:
x0 (ti) = g (ti) , i = 0, n (21)







 · f tj−1, g tj−1 , g ϕ tj−1
+ H ti, tj · f tj, g tj , g ϕ tj+ R1,i = x1 (ti)+ R1,i, i = 0, n (22)







 · f tj−1, x1 tj−1+ R1,j−1, x1 ϕ tj−1








 · f tj−1, x1 tj−1, s1 ϕ tj−1+ H ti, tj · f tj, x1 tj, s1 ϕ tj
+ R2,i = x2 (ti)+ R2,i, i = 0, n (23)
where s1 : [a, b] → R, is the cubic spline of interpolation with natural boundary conditions inspired from relation (14)





− (t − ti−1)
3
6hi














· x1(ti)+ ti − thi · x1(ti−1)
whereM(0)1 = M(n)1 = 0 andM(i)1 , i = 1, n− 1, are given in a recurrent way by:
ai = 2, bi = ci = 12 , di =
3
h2
· [x1(ti+1)+ 2x1(ti)− x1(ti−1)], i = 1, n− 1
and
α1 = c1a1 , ωi = ai − αi−1 · bi, αi =
ci
ωi
, i = 2, n− 2
ωn−1 = an−1 − αn−2 · bn−1
z1 = d12 , zi =
di − bi · zi−1
ωi
, i = 2, n− 1.
With backward recurrence,
M(n−1)1 = zn−1, M(i)1 = zi − αi ·M(i+1)1 , i = n− 2, 1.
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By induction form ≥ 3, we obtain:







 · f tj−1, xm−1 tj−1+ Rm−1,j−1, xm−1 ϕ tj−1










 · f tj−1, xm−1 tj−1, sm−1 ϕ tj−1
+ H ti, tj · f tj, xm−1 tj, sm−1 ϕ tj+ Rm,i = xm (ti)+ Rm,i, ∀i = 0, n (24)
where sm−1 : [0, a] → R, is the natural cubic spline of interpolation as in (14), interpolating the values xm−1(ti), i = 0, n





− (t − ti−1)
3
6hi














· xm−1(ti)+ ti − thi · xm−1(ti−1) (25)
whereM(0)m−1 = M(n)m−1 = 0 andM(i)m−1, i = 1, n− 1 are recurrently given by:
ai = 2, bi = ci = 12 , di =
3
h2
· [xm−1(ti+1)+ 2xm−1(ti)− xm−1(ti−1)], i = 1, n− 1
and
α1 = c1a1 , ωi = ai − αi−1 · bi, αi =
ci
ωi
, i = 2, n− 2
ωn−1 = an−1 − αn−2 · bn−1
z1 = d12 , zi =
di − bi · zi−1
ωi
, i = 2, n− 1.
Using the backward recurrence, it follows that,
M(n−1)m−1 = zn−1, M(i)m−1 = zi − αi ·M(i+1)m−1 , i = n− 2, 1.
This algorithm has a practical stopping criterion presented below in Remark 8.
4. The convergence analysis




m∈N∗ approximates the solution x
∗ (ti) on the knots ti = a +
i(b−a)
n , i = 0, n, and the ‘a priori’ error estimate is:x∗ (ti)− xm (ti) ≤ (b− a)m (K (α + β))m1− K (b− a) (α + β) · KM0 (b− a)
+ L (b− a)
2
4n [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] +
7β (b− a) ω (Vm−1, h)
4 [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] , ∀m ∈ N
∗, i = 0, n (26)
where Vm−1 is defined below in (27).
Proof. From (4), (22)–(24), we getx∗ (ti)− xm (ti) ≤ x∗ (ti)− xm (ti)+ xm (ti)− xm (ti)
= x∗ (ti)− xm (ti)+ Rm,i , ∀m ∈ N∗, i = 0, n
and x∗ (ti)− xm (ti) ≤ (b− a)m (K (α + β))m1− K (b− a) (α + β) · KM0 (b− a) , ∀m ∈ N∗, i = 0, n.
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Because xm (ti) ≠ xm (ti),∀m ∈ N∗, i = 0, n, we infer that sm interpolates the values xm (ti), i = 0, n, but not the function
xm. Therefore, we define for any m the function Vm,m ∈ N∗, Vm : [a, b] → R given by its restrictions to the subintervals
[ti−1, ti], i = 1, n, as follows:
Vm (t) = xm (t)+

xm (ti)− xm (ti)
 · t − ti−1
h
+ xm (ti−1)− xm (ti−1) · ti − th . (27)
We see that Vm (ti) = xm (ti),∀i = 0, n, that is Vm interpolates the values xm (ti), i = 0, n and it is continuous. So, sm
interpolates the function Vm for any m ∈ N∗ and Vm is uniformly continuous on the compact [a, b]. Then, from (20), we
obtain,
|Vm (t)− sm (t)| ≤ 74 · ω (Vm, h) , ∀t ∈ [a, b], ∀m ∈ N
∗.




H ti, tj−1 · f tj−1, x1 tj−1+ R1,j−1, x1 ϕ tj−1− f tj−1, x1 tj−1, s1(ϕ(tj−1))










R1,j−1+ β x1 ϕ tj−1− s1(ϕ(tj−1))
+ K α R1,j+ β x1 ϕ tj− s1(ϕ(tj)) , ∀i = 0, n (28)








Rm−1,j−1+ β xm−1 ϕ tj−1− sm−1(ϕ(tj−1))
+ K α Rm−1,j+ β xm−1 ϕ tj− sm−1(ϕ(tj)) , ∀i = 0, n. (29)
These lead us to the necessity to estimate |xm−1 (t)− sm−1 (t)| for t ∈ [a, b] andm ≥ 2. In this aim, we have,
|xm−1 (t)− sm−1 (t)| ≤ |xm−1 (t)− Vm−1 (t)| + |Vm−1 (t)− sm−1 (t)| ≤
 t − ti−1h

· Rm−1,i+  ti − th
 · Rm−1,i−1+ 74 · ω (Vm−1, h)
≤ max Rm−1,i−1 , Rm−1,i+ 74 · ω (Vm−1, h) , ∀t ∈ [ti−1, ti], ∀i = 1, n. (30)




























· ω (V1, h)
]
≤ [1+ K (b− a) (α + β)] · L (b− a)
2
4n
+ β (b− a) · 7Kω (V1, h)
4
(31)
for any i = 0, n. By induction, form ≥ 3, we obtain from (29), (31) and (30):Rm,i ≤ 1+ K (b− a) (α + β)+ · · · + (b− a)m−1 (K (α + β))m−1 · L (b− a)24n
+β (b− a) · 1+ K (b− a) (α + β)+ · · · + (b− a)m−2 (K (α + β))m−2 · 7ω (Vm−1, h)
4
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≤ L (b− a)
2
4n [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] +
7β (b− a) ω (Vm−1, h)
4 [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] (32)
for all i = 0, n. According to the contraction condition (iii), inequality (26) follows. 
Remark 5. From the error estimation (26), since limh→0 ω (Vm−1, h) = 0, we see that for m → ∞, n → ∞, it follows
that
x∗ (ti)− xm (ti)→ 0 for any i = 0, n, which is the convergence of the proposed method and algorithm. On the other
hand, the differences between the conditions which ensure the existence and uniqueness of the solution and the conditions
from Theorem 4 are the supplementary Lipschitz conditions (iv). Here, we do not require smoothness or boundedness
conditions, besides the collocation and the spline functions method require high order smoothness conditions in the proof
of convergence.
Remark 6. Under conditions of Theorem 4, we can obtain continuous approximation of the solution interpolating the
computed values xm (ti), i = 0, n using the same procedure as in (25). So, we obtain the continuous approximation of





− (t − ti−1)
3
6hi














· xm (ti)+ ti − thi · xm (ti−1) (33)
whereM(0)m = M(n)m = 0 andM(i)m , i = 1, n− 1 are recurrently given by:
ai = 2, bi = ci = 12 , di =
3
h2
· [xm(ti+1)+ 2xm(ti)− xm(ti−1)], i = 1, n− 1
and
α1 = c1a1 , ωi = ai − αi−1 · bi, αi =
ci
ωi
, i = 2, n− 2
ωn−1 = an−1 − αn−2 · bn−1
z1 = d12 , zi =
di − bi · zi−1
ωi
, i = 2, n− 1.
The momentsM(i)m , i = 1, n− 1, are obtained using the backward recurrence:
M(n−1)m = zn−1, M(i)m = zi − αi ·M(i+1)m , i = n− 2, 1.
Corollary 7. The error estimate in the continuous approximation (33) is:x∗ (t)− sm (t) ≤ (b− a)m (K (α + β))m1− K (b− a) (α + β) ·M0 (b− a)+ L (b− a)24n [1− K (b− a) (α + β)]
+ β (b− a)+ 1− K (b− a) (α + β)
4 [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] · 7ω (Vm, h) , ∀t ∈ [a, b], ∀m ∈ N
∗. (34)
Proof. Form ∈ N∗, we havex∗ (t)− sm (t) ≤ x∗ (t)− xm (t)+ |xm (t)− sm (t)|
and according to inequalities (4), (30) and (32), we obtain estimate (34). 
Remark 8. Now, we prove that the ‘a posteriori’ (5) and ‘a priori’ (4) estimates can give a practical stopping criterion of the
algorithm. This can be stated as follows. For given ε′ > 0 and n ∈ N∗ (previously chosen), it determines the first natural
numberm ∈ N∗ for which,xm (ti)− xm−1 (ti) < ε′ for all i = 0, n
and we stop to thism, retaining the approximations xm (ti), i = 0, n, of the solution. A demonstration of this criterion is the
following. We denote:
Ω = L (b− a)
2
4n [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] +
7β (b− a) ω (Vm−1, h)
4 [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] .
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For each i = 0, n, we havex∗ (ti)− xm (ti) ≤ x∗ (ti)− xm (ti)+ xm (ti)− xm (ti)
≤ K(b− a) (α + β)
1− K(b− a) (α + β) · |xm (ti)− xm−1 (ti)| +
Rm,i
and
|xm (ti)− xm−1 (ti)| ≤
xm (ti)− xm (ti)+ xm (ti)− xm−1 (ti)+ xm−1 (ti)− xm−1 (ti)
= Rm,i+ Rm−1,i+ xm (ti)− xm−1 (ti) .
So, x∗ (ti)− xm (ti) ≤ Rm,i+ K(b− a) (α + β)1− K(b− a) (α + β) · xm (ti)− xm−1 (ti)
+ K(b− a) (α + β)
1− K(b− a) (α + β) ·
Rm,i+ Rm−1,i .
Then x∗ (ti)− xm (ti) ≤ Ω · 1+ K(b− a) (α + β)1− K(b− a) (α + β) + K(b− a) (α + β)1− K(b− a) (α + β) · xm (ti)− xm−1 (ti) .
For given ε > 0, we require
Ω · 1+ K(b− a) (α + β)





K(b− a) (α + β)
1− K(b− a) (α + β) ·
xm (ti)− xm−1 (ti) < ε2 .
Since
Ω = L (b− a)
2
4n [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] +
7β (b− a) ω (Vm−1, h)
4 [1− K (b− a) (α + β)]
and
lim
h→0ω (Vm−1, h) = 0
we can choose the least natural number n, for which inequality (35) holds. Afterward, we find the least natural number m
(this is the last iterative step to be made) for whichxm (ti)− xm−1 (ti) < ε2 · 1− K(b− a) (α + β)K(b− a) (α + β) = ε′
for all i = 0, n. With these, we obtain x∗ (ti)− xm (ti) < ε, for all i = 0, n.
5. The numerical stability analysis
In order to prove the numerical stability of themethod, we consider a small perturbation in the first iterative step x0 = g .
Therefore, we investigate the Hammerstein integral equation:
x (t) = h (t)+
∫ b
a
H (t, s) · f (s, x (s) , x (ϕ (s))) ds, t ∈ [a, b] (36)
such that h ∈ C[a, b] and |g (t)− h (t)| < ε for small ε > 0. Let ρ ′,M ′0 ≥ 0 such thath (t)− h t ′ ≤ ρ ′ t − t ′ , ∀t, t ′ ∈ [a, b],
M ′0 = max {| f (s, h (s) , h (ϕ (s)))| : s ∈ [a, b]}
and L′ ≥ 0 the Lipschitz constant obtained similar as in Proposition 1 and Corollary 2.
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Applying the numerical method presented above to integral equation (36), we obtain the sequence of successive
approximations on the knots ti = i·(b−a)n , i = 0, n:
y0 (t) = h (t) , ∀t ∈ [a, b]
y0 (ti) = h (ti) , i = 0, n,
ym (ti) = h (ti)+
∫ b
a
H (ti, s) · f (s, ym−1 (s) , ym−1 (ϕ (s))) ds, i = 0, n, m ∈ N∗.
The effective computed values are
y0 (ti) = h (ti) , i = 0, n,
and ym (ti), i = 0, n,m ∈ N∗. These values are computed in the same way as in (22)–(24) and ym (ti) = ym (ti)+ R′m,i,∀i =
0, n,m ∈ N∗. We see that
|x0 (t)− y0 (t)| < ε, ∀t ∈ [a, b].
Definition 9. We say that the numericalmethod constructed above is numerically stable, if there exist p ∈ N∗, a sequence of
continuous functions µm : [0, b− a] → [0,∞),m ∈ N∗ with the property limh→0 µm (h) = 0,∀m ∈ N∗ and the constants
K1, K2, K3 > 0 which not depend on h, such thatxm (ti)− ym (ti) ≤ K1ε + K2 · hp + K3 · µm (h) ,
for all i = 0, n,m ∈ N∗.
Theorem 10. Under conditions of Theorem 4, the numerical method and its algorithm (11), (21)–(24) are numerically stable.
Proof. We have:xm (ti)− ym (ti) ≤ xm (ti)− xm (ti)+ |xm (ti)− ym (ti)| + ym (ti)− ym (ti)
≤ |xm (ti)− ym (ti)| +
Rm,i+ R′m,i , ∀i = 0, n, ∀m ∈ N∗
and in the context of Theorem 4,Rm,i ≤ L (b− a)24n [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] + 7β (b− a) ω (Vm−1, h)4 [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] ,R′m,i ≤ L′ (b− a)24n [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] + 7β (b− a) ω (Vm−1, h)4 [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] , ∀i = 0, n, ∀m ∈ N∗.
In inductive manner, according to the condition
b− a < 1
K (α + β)
we get: |x0 (t)− y0 (t)| < ε, ∀t ∈ [a, b],
|x1 (t)− y1 (t)| ≤ |x0 (t)− y0 (t)| +
∫ b
a
H (t, s) · | f (s, x0 (s) , x0 (ϕ (s)))− f (t, s, y0 (s) , y0 (ϕ (s)))| ds
≤ [1+ K (α + β) (b− a)] · ε, ∀t ∈ [0, a],
and form ≥ 2,




H (t, s) · | f (s, xm−1 (s) , xm−1 (ϕ (s)))− f (s, ym−1 (s) , ym−1 (ϕ (s)))| ds
≤ 1+ K (α + β) (b− a)+ · · · + (K (α + β))m (b− a)m · ε
= 1− (b− a)
m+1 (K (α + β))m+1
1− K (α + β) (b− a) · ε ≤
ε
1− K (α + β) (b− a) , ∀t ∈ [a, b], ∀m ∈ N
∗.
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So, xm (ti)− ym (ti) ≤ |xm (ti)− ym (ti)| + L+ L′ (b− a)24n [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] + 7β (b− a) ω (Vm−1, h)2 [1− K (b− a) (α + β)]
≤ ε
1− K (α + β) (b− a) +

L+ L′ (b− a)





+ 7β (b− a) ω (Vm−1, h)
2 [1− K (b− a) (α + β)]
= K1ε + K2 · h+ K3 · µm (h) , ∀i = 0, n, ∀m ∈ N∗
with p = 1,
K1 = 11− K (α + β) (b− a) , K2 =

L+ L′ (b− a)
4 [1− K (b− a) (α + β)] , K3 =
7β (b− a)
2 [1− K (b− a) (α + β)]
and µm (h) = ω (Vm−1, h). Under same conditions, the continuous dependence of the solution on the data g,H, f , ϕ can be
obtained similarly. 
Remark 11. The contraction condition
b− a < 1
K (α + β)
seems to be restrictive, but in the case that the interval [a, b]does not satisfy it,we candivide this interval into some intervals,
eachwith small length such that for each interval the contraction condition has to be satisfied. The study of existence and the
computational process can be realized on each interval separately. If on the joint points of the intervals the computed values
are different, we can consider the arithmetic average of the two values in each joint point and afterward we get the solution
on the whole interval [a, b] considering even the continuous approximation finally. Then the contraction condition can be
understood that the Lipschitz constants of f with respect to the third and fourth arguments have to be bounded. We can see




exist and are bounded, then the Lipschitz constants α and β can be the supremum
norms of these first order partial derivatives. So, the limits of the method is revealed to be the Lipschitz requirement




in the case of their
existence.
Remark 12. Thematrix G of linear system (19) is well-conditioned because cond (G) = G−1 · ‖G‖ and ‖G‖ = 1, G−1 ≤
2, that is 1 ≤ cond (G) ≤ 2. On the other hand, this matrix is diagonally dominant and has a tridiagonal band such that
the corresponding linear system (19) can be solved using a simple iterative algorithm. This algorithm is obtained using the
method presented in [65, pages 14–15]. The operational cost of the method ism · (O (n)+ O n2), wherem is the number
of iterations, because at each iterative step, we compute the moments M(i)k , i = 1, n− 1, k = 1,m− 1 of the cubic spline
using 6 (n− 1) operations and at each numerical integration on each knot wemake 2n+ 1 operations. The operational cost
of wavelets and projection methods is O (n log n) according to [25]. Galerkin methods have their operational cost varying













according to [40,5]. For the multigrid methods, the operational cost is O (n)+ O n2 at each iteration, according to [5] (the
same as the operational cost of our method). Our numerical method has the iterative form easy to program and, according
to the numerical examples presented below, the number of iterations is less than 25.
6. Numerical experiments
Example 13. The integral equation
















ds, t ∈ [0, 1]
where the Green function G : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → R is given by
G (t.s) =

s (1− t) , s ≤ t
t (1− s) , s ≥ t











x (0) = 0, x (1) = e−1
, t ∈ [0, 1].
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Table 1
ti x∗ (ti) x18 (ti) ei di
0 0 0 0 1.000000e−001
0.1 0.09048374180359596 0.09040027046625508 8.347134e−005 4.112584e−001
0.2 0.16374615061559639 0.16359912098387780 1.470296e−004 3.594942e−001
0.3 0.22224546620451535 0.22205932751804469 1.861387e−004 3.132746e−001
0.4 0.26812801841425571 0.26792578980652743 2.022286e−004 2.721900e−001
0.5 0.30326532985631671 0.30306491643859029 2.004134e−004 2.354298e−001
0.6 0.32928698165641584 0.32910325522150213 1.837264e−004 2.024220e−001
0.7 0.34760971265398666 0.34745593351761794 1.537791e−004 1.727626e−001
0.8 0.35946317129377725 0.35935097553432066 1.121958e−004 1.460533e−001
0.9 0.36591269376653918 0.36585215342392308 6.054034e−005 1.219107e−001
1 0.36787944117144233 0.36787944117144233 0 1.000000e−001
Table 2
ti x∗ (ti) x21 (ti) ei
0 0 0 0
0.1 0.09048374180359596 0.09048284301475218 8.987888e−007
0.2 0.16374615061559639 0.16374463813942736 1.512476e−006
0.3 0.22224546620451535 0.22224358411977230 1.882085e−006
0.4 0.26812801841425571 0.26812597551327172 2.042901e−006
0.5 0.30326532985631671 0.30326330502576737 2.024831e−006
0.6 0.32928698165641584 0.32928512857836473 1.853078e−006
0.7 0.34760971265398666 0.34760816391332766 1.548741e−006
0.8 0.35946317129377725 0.35946204196760018 1.129326e−006
0.9 0.36591269376653918 0.36591208456207919 6.092045e−007
1 0.36787944117144233 0.36787944117144233 0
Table 3
ti x∗ (ti) x22 (ti) ei
0 0 0 0
0.1 0.09048374180359596 0.09048373281203842 8.991558e−009
0.2 0.16374615061559639 0.16374613548762662 1.512797e−008
0.3 0.22224546620451535 0.22224544738089919 1.882362e−008
0.4 0.26812801841425571 0.26812799798290232 2.043135e−008
0.5 0.30326532985631671 0.30326530960608000 2.025024e−008
0.6 0.32928698165641584 0.32928696312410516 1.853231e−008
0.7 0.34760971265398666 0.34760969716544154 1.548855e−008
0.8 0.35946317129377725 0.35946315999976119 1.129402e−008
0.9 0.36591269376653918 0.36591268767411905 6.092420e−009
1 0.36787944117144233 0.36787944117144233 0
Applying the method presented for n = 10, ε′ = 10−16 we get m = 18 iterations and the results are in Table 1. The




. The first column represents the knots, the second column contains the values of the
exact solution on these knots, in the third column are the approximations on the knots at the last iteration. The fourth
column contains the effective errors ei =
x∗ (ti)− x18 (ti) , i = 0, 10 and in order to illustrate the numerical stability,
in the fifth column we include the differences between the effective computed values di =
x18 (ti)− y18 (ti) , i =
0, 10, where the perturbation of the first term of the sequence of successive approximations is 0.1. In order to test
the convergence, we put n = 100, ε′ = 10−16 and we can see how ei, i = 0, n decreases when h decreases.
The number of iterations is k = 21. The results are in Table 2 with the knots and the corresponding values being





. For n = 1000, ε′ = 10−16, we have k = 22 iterations and the order of effective error is O 10−8,
the errors ei =
x∗ (ti)− x22 (ti) for i = 0, 1000, i = 100 · k, k = 1, 9, being presented in Table 3 (on the
same knots as in Table 1). The results in Tables 1–3 confirm the convergence of the algorithm, that is ei → 0 when
h → 0.
Example 14. Consider the integral equation
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Table 4
ti x∗ (ti) x15 (ti) ei
0 1 1 0
0.0785 1.081543347103185 1.081550427603686 7.080501e−06
0.1571 1.168771470541592 1.168781855595061 1.038505e−05
0.2356 1.261203626233969 1.261216732826318 1.310659e−05
0.3142 1.358365016380394 1.358380920004520 1.590362e−05
0.3927 1.459789716748600 1.459807311210506 1.759446e−05
0.4712 1.565023549251802 1.565041235002859 1.768575e−05
0.5498 1.673626882107629 1.673643062671041 1.618056e−05
0.6283 1.785177340314260 1.785190250710665 1.291040e−05
0.7069 1.899272409732758 1.899279999955159 7.590222e−06
0.7854 2.015531918720590 2.015531918720590 0
Table 5
ti x∗ (ti) x15 (ti) ei
0 1 1 0
0.0785 1.081543347103185 1.081543391153588 4.405040e−008
0.1571 1.168771470541592 1.168771555722635 8.518104e−008
0.2356 1.261203626233969 1.261203747047210 1.208132e−007
0.3142 1.358365016380394 1.358365164630745 1.482504e−007
0.3927 1.459789716748600 1.459789881606368 1.648578e−007
0.4712 1.565023549251801 1.565023717334325 1.680825e−007
0.5498 1.673626882107629 1.673627037580052 1.554724e−007
0.6283 1.785177340314260 1.785177465008608 1.246943e−007
0.7069 1.899272409732758 1.899272483284342 7.355158e−008
0.7854 2.015531918720590 2.015531918720590 0





















, s ≥ t.
The exact solution is x∗ (t) = t22 + sin t + 1. This integral equation is equivalent to the two-point boundary value problem






































and G is the Green function. Applying the method presented for n = 10, ε′ = 10−16, we getm = 15 (iterations to be made)
and the results are in Table 4. The approximations of the solution on the knots at the final iteration are in the third column
and the fourth column contains the effective errors ei =
x∗ (ti)− x15 (ti) , i = 0, 10. To confirm the convergence of the
method, we consider n = 100 and the order of effective error is O 10−7, as we can see in Table 5. For n = 1000, the results





Example 15. The integral equation
x (t) = g (t)+
∫ 1
0











ds, t ∈ [0, 1]
where
g (t) = (1− t)2 (2t + 1)+ t2 [2 (1− t)+ 1] · e+ t (1− t)2 − t2 (1− t) · e
and the Green function G : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → R is given by
G (t.s) =

H (t, s) , s ≤ t
K (t, s) , s ≥ t
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Table 6
ti x∗ (ti) x15 (ti) ei
0 1 1 0
0.0785 1.081543347103185 1.081543347542196 4.390106e−010
0.1571 1.168771470541592 1.168771471392009 8.504168e−010
0.2356 1.261203626233969 1.261203627440824 1.206855e−009
0.3142 1.358365016380394 1.358365017861754 1.481361e−009
0.3927 1.459789716748600 1.459789718396186 1.647587e−009
0.4712 1.565023549251802 1.565023550931804 1.680002e−009
0.5498 1.673626882107629 1.673626883661715 1.554085e−009
0.6283 1.785177340314260 1.785177341560764 1.246504e−009
0.7069 1.899272409732758 1.899272410468047 7.352896e−010
0.7854 2.015531918720590 2.015531918720590 0
Table 7
ti x∗ (ti) x7 (ti) ei di
0 1 1 0 1.000000e−001
0.1 1.1051709180756477 1.1051709511570347 3.308139e−008 1.004601e+000
0.2 1.2214027581601699 1.2214027820863869 2.392622e−008 8.970493e−001
0.3 1.3498588075760032 1.3498587933327639 1.424324e−008 7.753852e−001
0.4 1.4918246976412703 1.4918246313318335 6.630944e−008 6.377419e−001
0.5 1.6487212707001282 1.6487211503946431 1.203055e−007 4.823436e−001
0.6 1.8221188003905089 1.8221186355816954 1.648088e−007 3.074934e−001
0.7 2.0137527074704766 2.0137525200123552 1.874581e−007 1.115616e−001
0.8 2.2255409284924679 2.2255407527764803 1.757160e−007 1.070263e−001
0.9 2.4596031111569499 2.4596029938514414 1.173055e−007 3.498043e−001
1 2.7182818284590451 2.7182818284590451 0 1.000000e−001
has the exact solution x∗ (t) = et . Here,
H (t, s) = t
2
6
· (1− s)2 [s− t + 2s (1− t)]
and
K (t, s) = s
2
6
· (1− t)2 [t − s+ 2t (1− s)] .
This integral equation is equivalent to the two-point boundary value problem associated with the elastic beam functional
differential equation with clamped boundary conditions
xIV (t) = 1
2







x (0) = 1, x (1) = e
x′ (0) = 1, x′ (1) = e
, t ∈ [0, 1].
Applying the numerical method constructed in Section 3 for n = 10 and ε′ = 10−16, the number of iterations is 7 and the
results are in Table 7, where the perturbation of the first term of the sequence of successive approximations is 0.1. The order




. In order to confirm the convergence of the method, we consider n = 100 and the order of
effective error is O(10−11), with the results in Table 8. For n = 1000 the results are in Table 9, the order of effective errors
being O(10−15).
Example 16. The integral equation












2 + 1 ds, t ∈ [0, 1]
has the exact solution x∗ (t) = t and applying the algorithm presented with n = 10 and ε′ = 10−16 it obtainsm = 16 (the
number of iterations to be made). The values x∗ (ti) and x16 (ti), i = 0, 10 are in Table 10 on the second and third columns,
where the comparison between the values x∗ (ti) and x16 (ti) for each i = 0, 10 reveals the accuracy of the method. The
errors ei =
x∗ (ti)− x16 (ti) , i = 0, 10 are in the fourth column. We see that the order of effective error is O 10−4. For
the numerical stability of themethod, we consider the perturbation 0.1 and the differences between the effective computed
values
x16 (ti)− y18 (ti) , i = 0, 10 are in the fifth column represented by di (now,m = 18). In order to test the convergence,
considering ε′ = 10−16, n = 100, we get the order effective error O 10−6with the results in Table 11. For ε′ = 10−16 and
n = 1000, the results are in Table 12.
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Table 8
ti x∗ (ti) x7 (ti) ei
0 1 1 0
0.1 1.1051709180756477 1.1051709180787788 3.131051e−012
0.2 1.2214027581601699 1.2214027581624360 2.266187e−012
0.3 1.3498588075760032 1.3498588075746458 1.357359e−012
0.4 1.4918246976412703 1.4918246976347680 6.502354e−012
0.5 1.6487212707001282 1.6487212706881951 1.193312e−011
0.6 1.8221188003905089 1.8221188003740985 1.641043e−011
0.7 2.0137527074704766 2.0137527074517809 1.869571e−011
0.8 2.2255409284924679 2.2255409284749188 1.754907e−011
0.9 2.4596031111569499 2.4596031111452188 1.173106e−011
1 2.7182818284590451 2.7182818284590451 0
Table 9
ti x∗ (ti) x7 (ti) ei
0 1 1 0
0.1 1.1051709180756477 1.1051709180756479 2.220446e−016
0.2 1.2214027581601699 1.2214027581601703 4.440892e−016
0.3 1.3498588075760032 1.3498588075760030 2.220446e−016
0.4 1.4918246976412703 1.4918246976412699 4.440892e−016
0.5 1.6487212707001282 1.6487212707001269 1.332268e−015
0.6 1.8221188003905089 1.8221188003905076 1.332268e−015
0.7 2.0137527074704766 2.0137527074704749 1.776357e−015
0.8 2.2255409284924679 2.2255409284924661 1.776357e−015
0.9 2.4596031111569499 2.4596031111569485 1.332268e−015
1 2.7182818284590451 2.7182818284590451 0
Table 10
ti x∗ (ti) x16 (ti) ei di
0 0 −0.0004878737840268 4.878738e−004 6.722908e−002
0.1 0.10000000000000 0.0995328974760416 4.671025e−004 7.207933e−002
0.2 0.20000000000000 0.1995536687361101 4.463313e−004 7.692958e−002
0.3 0.29999999999999 0.2995744399961786 4.255600e−004 8.177984e−002
0.4 0.40000000000000 0.3995952112562471 4.047887e−004 8.663009e−002
0.5 0.50000000000000 0.4996159825163156 3.840175e−004 9.148035e−002
0.6 0.59999999999999 0.5996367537763840 3.632462e−004 9.633060e−002
0.7 0.69999999999999 0.6996575250364525 3.424750e−004 1.011809e−001
0.8 0.80000000000000 0.7996782962965212 3.217037e−004 1.060311e−001
0.9 0.90000000000000 0.8996990675565895 3.009324e−004 1.108814e−001
1 1.00000000000000 0.9997198388166581 2.801612e−004 1.157316e−001
Table 11












Remark 17. From the above examples,we see that the convergence and thenumerical stability of themethod are confirmed.
The method can be extended even for Fredholm functional integral equations of the form
x (t) = g (t)+
∫ b
a
f (t, s, x (s) , x (ϕ (s))) ds, t ∈ [a, b]
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Table 12













For n = 10.
ti x∗ (ti) x21 (ti) ei di
0 1.0000000000000000 1.0000000000000000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e−001
0.1 0.9090909090909090 0.9090697932538166 2.111584e−005 9.263036e−002
0.2 0.8333333333333333 0.8332994639145703 3.386942e−005 8.734147e−002
0.3 0.7692307692307691 0.7691893635815915 4.140565e−005 8.351102e−002
0.4 0.7142857142857143 0.7142400909549717 4.562333e−005 8.072498e−002
0.5 0.6666666666666666 0.6666189642643587 4.770240e−005 7.870028e−002
0.6 0.6250000000000000 0.6249516063741271 4.839363e−005 7.723884e−002
0.7 0.5882352941176470 0.5881871101203345 4.818400e−005 7.619928e−002
0.8 0.5555555555555555 0.5555081612018385 4.623863e−005 7.547898e−002
0.9 0.5263157894736841 0.5262695508452955 4.623863e−005 7.500226e−002
1 0.5000000000000000 0.4999551392785971 4.486072e−005 7.471264e−002
Table 14
For n = 100.
ti ei ti ei
0.1 1.654728e−007 0.6 3.547626e−007
0.2 2.619313e−007 0.7 3.484646e−007
0.3 3.159932e−007 0.8 3.381034e−007
0.4 3.435699e−007 0.9 3.253527e−007
0.5 3.544431e−007 1 3.113150e−007
Table 15
For n = 1000.
ti ei ti ei
0.1 1.608081e−009 0.6 3.418052e−009
0.2 2.541308e−009 0.7 3.351160e−009
0.3 3.060681e−009 0.8 3.245353e−009
0.4 3.322062e−009 0.9 3.116898e−009
0.5 3.421156e−009 1 2.976482e−009
and an example to illustrate this extension is:
x (t) = − t









1+ t · x  s2 ds, t ∈ [0, 1]
with the exact solution x∗ (t) = 1t+1 . The results for ε′ = 10−16 and n = 10 (with the values di, i = 0, 10, generated by
initial perturbation g (t) := g (t)+ 0.1), n = 100, n = 1000 are in Tables 13–15, respectively.
Remark 18. The same results are obtained if we use, the cubic spline function generated by boundary conditions, instead
of spline procedure (14), with the restrictions to the intervals [ti−1, ti], i = 1, n:
si (t) = Mi (t − ti−1)


















· ti − t
hi
.
This cubic spline is studied in [65].
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Remark 19. The accuracy of the method presented is similar to the results in [59,58,62,60,61]. As it is known, in [59,58,62,
60,61], other type of integral equations (1) is approached.
7. Conclusions
A new numerical method using the fixed point technique, quadrature rules and cubic spline interpolation is proposed
for the numerical solution of Hammerstein functional integral equations. The algorithm of themethod has a recurrent form,
it is easy to program and is convergent and numerically stable, the main results being Theorems 4 and 10. The convergence
and the numerical stability of themethod are confirmed by the numerical experiments presented. The convergence is tested
for stepsize h = 0.1, h = 0.01, and h = 0.001, and the order of effective error is O 10−4 − 10−5 ,O 10−6 − 10−7, and
O

10−8 − 10−9 respectively. To prove the convergence of the method, only Lipschitz properties are required, smoothness
conditions being not necessary. These extend the applicability of the method. It is known that the existing numerical
methods require high order smoothness conditions in the proof of convergence. The principle of the method (the use, in
numerical integration, of an interpolation procedure only on the pointswhere the argument ismodified) gives its generality,
being extensible to other types of operatorial equations with modified argument. These justify the name: the successive
interpolations method.
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